English for Week 7 Year 1
Monday
This week we are going to make our own book! Today we would like you to have a
look at some books to get your ideas. We are going to make a new ‘That’s not my…’
like the Osborne books! If you have your own read through it with an adult and
think about the repeated phrases. If you don’t have your own copy you can find
some on YouTube. The links below are good ones! You can search ‘that's not my
books by Osborne books and more’ to find more of them.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tT3tTs4kc6Q That’s not my bunny
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSjhcW2QWD8 That’s not my truck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lt4d8w7TDdQ That’s not my plane

Tuesday
Today you are going to think about your own character for your story. It may be
your favourite toy, pet or imaginary creature! Draw a picture of them and write
adjectives around them to describe their different parts ready for writing about
them tomorrow! If you like, you might want to find pictures from the Internet and
copy and paste them onto a page and print them out.

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday!
Now you can start to make your book! If you want to you can use plain paper so
you can actually make the book, complete with front cover! Start by drawing or
printing out an object that is like yours, but with one thing that is different. Then
write the phrase ‘That’s not my …, it’s … is too…’ and write one thing that is
different about your chosen character making it not yours! Don’t forget to write
‘That is my …’ on the last page! You can write as many pages as you want to as it’s
your book! Here’s an example:That’s not my cat.

That’s not my cat.

It’s fur is too fluffy!

It’s eyes are too big.

That’s not my cat.

That’s my cat!

It’s face is too grumpy!

it’s so cute.

